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individual humpback whales can be recognized by natural markings on their bodies. The
North Atlantic Humpback Whale Catalogue contains photographs of the ventral flukes of

over 4000 humpback whales. More than a thousand resighlings over the past 15 years have

yielded Information on seasonal distribution, population substructure and abundance. This

paper reviews the biology of humpback whales in the North Atlantic Ocean, highlighting

contributions made by photo-identification studies, and indicates avenues tor future re-

search.

During boreal summer. North Atlantic humpbacks form at least 5 geographically distinct

feeding aggregations at lalitudesfrom about 42 -78" N. Known feeding aggregations occur

in the Gulf of Maine (c. 400 individuals), Gulf of Si. Lawrence (c.200); Newfoundland and

Labrador (c.2500); western Greenland (e.350); Iceland-Denmark Strait (up to 2,000); and

Norwegian Sea (1000). Photo-identified whales from all feeding aggregalions including

and to the west of Iceland spend boreal winternear the Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico and the

Dominican Republic (c. 17
J-22N), where courtship, interbreeding and calving occur.

Some o\~ these whales pass dOSC !o Bermuda during the northward migration. The winter

ground(s) for European humpbacks is not yet known. A variance-weighted estimate for the

total population of humpback whales in the North Atlantic Ocean west of Iceland during

1978-1988 is 5066*3266) (95«i CI).

StevcftK Katana and Judith A. Beard, College of the Atlantic, 105 Eden St., Bar Harbur,

Maine, USA 04609; 20 December, 1900,

Humpback whales (Megaptera nmaeangliae) ing humpback abundance (NMFS, 1990) con-

play important roles in the ecology and economy founds attempts to evaluate its ecological role ui

of the North Atlantic Ocean. Here, as in other the past, it is certainly important at some loca-

oceans, thev were economically significant to lions today. During summer, the species is the

aboriginal people and commercial hunters as a major cetacean predator in the southwestern

source of meat and oil. Now, the accessibility of Gulf of Maine and at some locations in the

their coastal habitats, their willingness to ar> Canadian Marilimes. During winter, humpbacks
proach boats, and the frequent opportunities they migrate to warm, low latitude waters where they

provide for people to watch feeding, breaching feed only rarely (Baraff ct al , 1991 ), but where
or other interesting behaviors have made them they may be the dominant cetacean in biomass,

the mainstay of whale watching industries along and their sounds, excretions, or other factors may
the New England coast and in eastern Canada, be of ecological significance (Katona and
Commercial whale watching tours jn New Whitehead. 1988)

England, for example, now take out nearly Early descriptions of humpbacks in the North

1,500,000 people each year, representing over Atlaruiccamcfromopporiunisticobscrvationsut

$23,000,000 in ticket sales alone. On the other sea or dead animals killed during hunting or

hand, fishermen along the coast of Newfound- found dead along the shore (e.g., True, 1904;

land regard humpbacks as pests, because their Allen, 1916; Ingebritsen, 1929). The corn-

frequent entrapment or entanglement in prehensive studies of large samples in the

shorefast nets set for salmon, cod or capelin, Southern Hemisphere (e.g. Matthews, 1937;

cause gear damage, loss of fishing time and Chittleborough, 1958,1965) or the North Pacific

economic hardship (Lien et al., 1990). (e.g. Nishrwaki, 1959) were not carried out in the

Although the difficulty of estimating prehunt- North Atlantic, because humpbacks were al-
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ready scarce before such studies became
routine.

Schevill and Backus's (1960) observation

over a 10 day period of a humpback whale swim-
ming near Portland, Maine, was one of the first

attempts to study a free-living humpback for

purely scientific purposes. Their use of distinc-

tive dorsal fin shape and fluke pigmentation to

conclude that the same individual was present on
different days may have been the first modern
use of the technique that has become a

cornerstone of humpback whale research. Ex-
amples of the development and use of fluke

photographs to identify humpback whales in the

North Atlantic and other oceans arc contained in

Hammond et al. (1990).

METHODS FOR PHOTO IDENTIFICA-
TION OF HUMPBACK WHALES

Pigmentation patterns on the ventral surface

of the flukes of humpback whales were
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photographed, printed in standard format and

analyzed as discussed in Raton:! and Whitehead

(1981), Katona and Beard (lWO)and Lien and

katona (1990). Approximately 10,000
photographs of the flukes of humpback whales

collected hy research workers and amateurs
throughout the Atlantic region from 191

present arc maintained at College of the Atlantic

(COA) in Bar Harbor, Maine, as the North At-

lantic Humpback Whale Catalogue Con-
tributors are asked to submit at least one fluke

photograph of every individual photographed

each season. Each photograph obtained is com-
pared to the entire collection to determine
whether it represents a previously known whale

or a new whale. Photographs of the same in-

dividuals taken at different limes and places arc-

used to study long distance migrations, popula-

tion subdivisions, and to estimate population

abundance using capture-recapture techniques

(Hammond, 1986). Updated sightings data from

the COA catalogue are provided periodically to

contributors of photographs, some of whom
maintain regional photographic collections con-

taining detailed sighting records lor individual

whales in localized study areas that are used, f< fi

I'vample, to chart reproductive histories of

individual females (Clapham and Mayo,
1^87a,b; 1990), or investigate social behavior

(Weinrich and Kuhlberg, in press).

HUMPBACK WHALES IN THE NORTH
ATLANTIC OCEAN

A. Distribution and Feeding on niF SttMMl H

Range
During summer, humpback whales i'c<:<S over

|he continental shelf and along coastlines from

the British Isles north to Bear Island (TfN) and

Spitsbergen (7S°N). and around Iceland, south-

western Greenland, Newfoundland and Lab-
rador, the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and the Gulf of

Maine (Tomilin, 1967; LeathcrwoodetaL, 1976;

Whitehead et al.. 1982: Mitchell and Reeves.

I9S3: Katana et al., 1983; Perkins et a!., 1984,

1985; Payne etaL 1986; Whitehead, 1987).

This distribution was documented relatively

early from locations of whaling catches, but pre-

vious investigators (eg. Kellogg, 1929; Mit-

chell. 1974) had little or no information about

movements between those regions and no effec-

tive method for obtaining more. About 15 years

ago, the questions raised by those authors began
to be answered by charting the movements of

photographically-identified humpbacks.
Our conclusions regarding migrations,

population Subdivisions and abundance of

humpback whales in the North Atlantic Ocean
are drawn from the study of 1 0,566 photographs,

representing 4.021 individual whales. By
December, 1988. 1,428 individual whales had
been seen on more than one day (a total of 4,012
sightings) and 1,083 individuals had been seen

in more than one season or in different geo-

graphic regions (a total of 3,173 sightings).

Photographs from field seasons subsequent to

1988 are still being analyzed.

Geographic patterns of resightings on the

summer range (Fig. 2) suggest thai during sum-
mer the population of humpback whales from

Iceland westward isdivided into several relative-

ly distinct units. Individually-identified whales

from Iceland, southwestern Greenland. New-
foundland and Labrador, the Gulf of St.

Lawrence, or the Gulf of Maine returned

repeated!) to those same waters. We use the term

"feeding aggregations" Kg describe the groups of

whales using those separate parts of the feeding

J K
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FIG. 2. Movements of photographically identified Humpback Whales on the North Atlantic >ummer range.

Boxes represent regional feeding aggregations. Number of individuals photographed (nj; number resighled in

a region in ditferent years (R); and percentage resigbted in the region in differenl years are shown. Numbeis

Of individuals photographed in more than One rCgfoil are sh©U n between boxes.
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LOCATION PR H> SPECIES SOURCES
Iceland capelin ( Mallotus i UhtuslMistnn* [Clupca Itarcngus)

Greenland small fish, krill. sand lance [Atft$Mkfyti£i Sp.J Kipell979: Perkins el «1.J9&2

Newfoundland capelin {Ma Hoi us iiltQ&vs), euphausnds. ruddock.

(Metanogrummus ac^iefinus), mackerel iSrombrr scombrus),

sand lance [Ammodyte^ spp, ). *quid [lllex illewbrosris)

MuLhell.lM74, Bredin,1983; While-

head and Glass. 1985; Whitehead and

Carscadden.1985

Guirot'Si.

i., w re nee

herring \Clupea htktetlguS^ capelin [MuiloiM vil/osus), -.and

lanec {Amtttodvwi sp-). euphausiids

k. Sears pers. comm.

Nnva Scotia herring {Clupea hattiigus). krill [Me$an\\'tiphanes nonegica) Brodic e! ;il..I97H; C. Haycock pcrs.

comm.. S. Kaiona unpubl. data

casl eousl USA sand lance {Ammoihirs sp.), herring [Chtpcu harengus),

mackerel (Scomber \combrus), Icri M i\fc<;unvc(iphune\

norvagita)

Meyer e( al.,1979: Ovcrholts and Nic-

olas, 1974: Waikins and Schcvill.1979;

Hain el al i"^?: K.uona et al.,1983;

Kcnncy.1984; Hays et a*.. 1985;

Kennev ei ,il.,l
l>H5. Kcnney and

Winn. 1987: Winn et a)., IW; Mayo ei

al.,m8:Gerje.et »!, I9S9

TABLE 1 . Prey species utilized by humpback whales in ihe North Atlantic Ocean

range. Little interchange was seen between feed-

ing aggregations (Fig. 2). In some cases, inter-

change shown between regions may be animals

that happened to be seen while enroute to their

feeding destination For example, the three in-

dividuals photographed in both the Gulf of
Maine and Newfoundland may have used the

Gulf of Maine only for migration, since they

were observed there at the very beginning and
very end of the feeding season. Interchange be-

tween the feeding aggregation in the Gulf of St.

Lawrence and those in Newfoundland (includ-

ing Labrador) or the Gulf of Maine is relatively

large because of their proximity. Individuals

bound for the Gulf of St. Lawrence probably
swim through waters used by other feeding ag-

gregations.

Photo-identification studies from the eastern

North Atlantic Ocean are planned or in progress,

but not enough data are yet available for com-
parable analysis. No resightings were found of

12 individuals from the eastern Atlantic repre-

sented in the COA collection

Distribution on the summer range is directly

dependent on the distribution and abundance of

piey. However, since humpbacks in ihe North

Atlantic utilize several types of prey (Table I),

the pattern is somewhat more complex Than in

the Antarctic, where krill, primarily Euphausia
sitperba, dominates the diet (Matthews. 1937*

Laws, 1985). In the western North Atlantic,

humpbacks arrive by mid-April at the Mas-
sachussetts coast, the portion of the feeding

range closest to the winter range. In more nor-

therly areas they usually appear hy May or early

June, with peak numbers in July or August.
Typical annual movements within a feeding
region are keyed to annual cycles of prey abun-
dance. For example, the intensive whalewatch-

mdustry operating from mid-April to

mid-October along the Massachusetts coast ex-

ists because many whales remain in that region

throughout summer, feeding mainly on a popula-
tion of sand lance resident at Stellwagen Bank
(Mayo et al., 1988). In contrast, humpbacks
migrate steadily along the coast of Newfound-
land following the northward progression of
capelin spawning from June through October
(Whitehead eta!., 1982)

Feeding areas have changed substantially be-

tween weeks or years depending on local abun-
dance and distribution of prey (see Table I).

No strong evidence of age or sex class

segregation has been found on the summer
range. For example, in continental shelf waters

Df the U.S.. the geographic distribution of
mothers with calves and of juveniles is similar to

that of other humpbacks (Goodale, 1982).

By late autumn, most humpbacks begin
migrating to lower latitudes. However, winter

records from Newfoundland (Williamson. 1961;
Jon Lien. pcrs. comm.), the Gulf of Maine
(CETAP, 1982; Mayo et al., 1988; C. Haycock,
pers. comm.) and northern Norway (Ristcr,

1912, cited in Kellogg. 1929) indicate that some
whales may stay at high latitudes all winter.
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IIG. 3. Movements of photographically identified humpback whales on the West Indies winter range- Number

Of whales photographed fn) is shown tor each breeding locaiion, along with number (R) and percentage of

whales photographed at that location during different winters. The number o[ whales photographed in more

than one locaiion is also shown.

Events observed during late November in the

southwestern Gulf of Maine, proceeding migra-

tion to the West Indies winter range, include

increased numbers of whales, energetic swim-
ming behavior and song production I Mattila el

aU lWfh
Migration routes of different feeding aggrega-

rions between the summer range and the winter

range are not known. Humpback whales probab-

ly migrate well offshore to their principal winter

range around the Greater and Lesser Antilles,

since no winter sightings have been recorded

along the U.S. coast or at Bermuda. Songs of

humpback whales enroutc to the winter range

were heard on underwater sound recordings

made east and south of Bermuda and also south-

west of there (Claphamand Mattila. 1990).

B Distribution onthf Wintfr Range
From late December through early April most

of the western North Atlantic humpback popula-

tion is found at Silver Bank and Navidad Bank,

reefs approximately 607 nrrr and 157 nrrr,

respectively, located about 120 km north and

northwest of Puerto Plata, Dominican Republic.

At least 2000 humpbacks occur there from

December to earlv March (Balcomb and
Nichols, 1 978,1982; Whitehead and Moore,

1982). Winn el al. (1975) estimated that 853 of

the entire western North Atlantic breeding

population used Silver and Navidad Banks. Sig-

nificant numbers of humpback whales also

winter along the Dominican coast (Mattila et al..

1988), the northwest coast of Puerto Rico (Winn
ct aL 1975; Mattila, 1983) and on the Virgin

Bank (Winn and Winn, 1978; Mattila and

Clapham, 1989). Movement of whales between

those portions of the winter range occurs within

a season and between years (Fig. 3). The
remainder of the population may be scattered

throughout the Lesser Antilles as far as

Venezuela (Winn and Wr

inn. 1978).

The wintering grounds of eastern Atlantic

humpbacks have not yet been documented by
either recover) of artificial lags or photo-iden-

tification studies. Humpbacks were killed by
hunters during winter around the Cape Verde
Islands (Kellogg. 1928; Townsend, 1935;
Mitchell and Reeves, 1983) and along the coast

of northwestern Atrica (Kellogg, 1928).
Kellogg's (1928) map of humpback migrations

showed all eastern North Atlantic humpbacks
using those winter grounds, but the possibility

that some eastern Atlantic humpbacks winter

around the Antilles can not be ruled out. The
Cape Verdes are now being surveyed using

photo-identification techniques [V. Wcnzel,
pers.comm.).

Courtship (Tyack and Whitehead, J 983), sing-

ing (Winn et al.. 1981; Payne and Guinee, 1983:

Payne and Payne. 1985), newborn calves and

nursing (Mattila and Clapham, 1989) have all

been observed on the winter range. Copulation,

which has never been documented in this

species, is also presumed to take place there-

Differential habitat use by reproductive class

occurs on the Wesi Indies winter range. Calm
waters around coral heads and reefs providing

lee from the trade winds are used preferentially

by females with calves (Whitehead and Moore,
1982; Goodale. 1982). Singing males may prefer

locations with flat bottoms (Whitehead and
Moore 1982).

Migrations to or from the West Indies winter

range have been documented for 339
photographically-identified humpbacks from all

feeding aggregations from Iceland west (Fig. 4).

Photo-identification has also shown that surface-

active courtship groups contain whales from dif-

ferent feeding aggregations (Maittla et al..
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GULF OF GULF OF ST. NEWFOUND- GREENLAND ICELAND
MAINE LAWRENCE LAND

LABRADOR
n=594 n=l32 n=1477 n-155 n=20

232

WEST INDIES

WINTER RANGE

n=1826

FIG. 4. Migrations between eastern North Atlantic summer range feeding aggregations and West Indies winter

range. Number of individuals (n) photographed at different locations is shown along with the number

photographed in different locations (on interconnecting lines).

1989), indicating that all humpbacks from the

western North Atlantic, at least, probably inter-

breed.

Some humpbacks remain in the West Indies

through March, but most depart earlier. Peak

numbers at Silver Bank occured in February

(Balcomb and Nichols, 1982). Photo-identified

individuals (n=26) from all five western Atlantic

feeding aggregations have been observed during

northward migration near Bermuda in April and

early May (Stone et al., 1987) (Fig. 5), but some
whales probably take a a mid-ocean route to the

summer range. Minimum mean swimming
speeds of 3.29 km/hr (2,684 km in 34 days) and

2.28 km/hr (2,351 km in 43 days) were computed
for two photographically-identified whales
migrating from the West Indies to the Gulf of

Maine feeding aggregation (Clapham and Mat-

tila, 1988). The slower rate was close to mean
speeds calculated by Dawbin (1966).

If all western North Atlantic humpbacks inter-

breed, as suggested by Mattila et al. (1989), and

since a calf must nurse during its first migration

to the summer range, persistent subdivision of

the population on the summer range must be

maternally directed. Such divisions probably are

caused by the tendency of a calf to return to the

portion of the summer range used by its mother
and learned during its first summer (Martin et al.,

1 984; Baker et al., 1 990), rather than by a geneti-

cally fixed behavior pattern.

Several studies indicate that maternally

directed behavioral fidelity to feeding grounds
has been maintained for many generations. In the

North Atlantic, analysis of the amount of pig-

mentation on the ventral surface of flukes

revealed significant differences between most
feeding aggregations (Beard et al., in prep.). In

the North "Pacific, Baker et al. (1990) found
significant differences in mitochondrial DNA
haplotypes between humpback whales sampled
in southeastern Alaskan waters and those

sampled offshore from central California.

C. Reproduction
Reproductive parameters for humpbacks from

the New England coast obtained from photo-

identified individuals in the Gulf of Maine gave

a crude birth rate ranging from 0.45 in 1981 to

0.103 in 1983; the same data yielded reproduc-
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FIG. 5. Distribution of resighlings of individually identified humpback whales photographed

tive rates of 0.30-0.43 calves per mature female

per year (Clapham and Mayo, 1987a). Those
authors and their colleagues at the Center for

Coastal Studies (CCS). Provincetown. Mas-
sachusetts, now have a sample population of 97
mothers and 207 calves. The numbers of calves

produced by individually identified mothers as

of September. 1 990, are 7 (n*l), 6 (n=3), 5 (n=5),

4 (n=6), 3 (n=14), 2 (n=22) and 1 (n=46). Nine

(9) females are now grandmothers, two of them
for the second time (L. Baraff, pers. comm.). As
detailed by Clapham and Mayo (1987b). calves

were usually born at intervals of 2 or 3 years.

Two whales known from their birth year and
seen annually bore calves of their own, at ages

of no more than 4 years and 6 years, respectively;

others with incomplete sighting histories calved

at minimum ages of 5 (n=2), 6 (n=3). 7 (n=2) and

9 (n=l) years.

D. Historical Abundance
Mitchell and Reeves (1983) summarized the

history of humpback whale hunting in the

western North Atlantic Ocean, starting at Ber-

muda in 161 1, Maine in 1675, Georges Bank in

1725. the Gulf of St. Lawrence in 1819, the West
Indies wintering grounds in 1822. and the

Canadian maritimes in the late 1800*s. They
accounted for at least 9.125 humpbacks killed

during 1850-1971, and used their assembled
catch estimates to calculate that the population

size in 1865 was greater than 4.70U. Breiwick et

al (1983) used the same data, but incorporated

estimates for annual natural mortality (4%) and
net recruitment (3%), and revised that estimate

to 6,300 whales. However, many more
humpback whales may have been present

originally, because humpbacks had been hunted
for several centuries before 1865, although
catches were poorly documented (Reeves and
Mitchell, 1982). Winn and Reichley (1985)
listed 10,000+ as their estimate for the original

population in the western North Atlantic.

Commercial hunting could have reduced the

North Atlantic humpback population to as few
as 700 animals by 1932 (Breiwick et al.,1983).

Hunting of females with calves at locations

where humpbacks returned annually for breed-

ing probably contributed to their rapid depletion

on some winter grounds Winn and Scott (1981).

No estimate of historical abundance is avail-

able for humpbacks in eastern North Atlantic

waters. As reported in Reeves and Mitchell

(1983), Ingebritsen (1929) calculated that 3,300
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whales were killed ihttt during 1 885—1 ^27, in-

cluding 1,500 off Finnmark (central Norway')

and 1,500 off Iceland. Since we now know that

humpbacks from at least as far cast as Iceland

migrate lo ihe West Indies and probably inter-

breed with the western North Atlantic stock

(Manila et al, 1989), it is unclear how Inge-

britscn's data could be used to evaluate historical

abundance for eastern Atlantic humpbacks

E. Estimate ofCurrknt Abundance
Population estimates for the western North

Atlantic have shown an upward trend since the

19b0's. however the increase is believed to be

principally due to improvements in sampling

effort and methodology (Whitehead. 1987). We
0T\ here (Fig, 6) B new estimate of 5066

whales (95% confidence interval, I800-S200),

based on whales phoio identified during |97B-

L988 and computed by methods detailed in

Katona and Beard (1990). This represents about

80& Of BreiwiCA et al.'M 1983) estimate lor the

population in 1863.

Nncshmair is availahle f<ir current abundance

of humpbacks in European waters from Iceland

eastward. Luckily. Kngebritseii 5 i 192?) state-

ment that hunting appeared
k

to have entire!)

exterminated" the species in those waters was
not correct, and studies using phoUs^dtrin Ica-

tion and census surveys are in pTOgreiss. Gunn-
laugsson and Sigurjonnson (1990) used s,_

ings from ships to estimate a population of less

than 2000 humpbacks around Iceland. This was
considered a great increase since protection

began in l
u55 and a considerable increase since

I960"s (Sigurjonsson and Gunnlauc-
1990). however, as shown in Sigurjonsson and
Gunnlaugsson (1990). that estimate includes

many sightings of humpbacks in the Denmark
Slrail that are probably affiliated with the

western North Atlantic population, plus others

sighted cast of Iceland that could M ffOffl the

eastern Atlantic feeding aggregation^). Visual

SUPV^ys from Ships, by the Norwegian Institute

ft>i Marine Research indicated abo.it 1,000

humpbacks in the Norwegian Sea and none the

Norwegian coast in summerlOieu, I 99fl).

PHOTO-lDENTIFiC AIIUN ANO
FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR

INVESTIGATIONS ON HUMPBACK
WHALES IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC

OCEAN

For studying migration and population sub-

divisions, idi rmficuiion of individuals using

natural markings provides the same kind of in

formation thai was previously obtained by ap-

plying artifical tags. For a species like the

humpback, which possesses great individual

variation in natural markings and an equally

salient variety of acquired scars, each individual

is marked so distinctively that artifical ta.gs are

not needed, Changes in pigmentation that occur
in some individuals during early years do not

compromise the accuracy of results if pbnro-

comparisons are done carefully (Carlson ct al.,

1990).

Photo-identification studies do not harm target

animals, arc relatively inexpensive, and produce
many more recaptures than did artificial tagging.

Fur example, oui of approximately 3UO0
humpback whales tagged with "Discovery" tags

during commercial whaling or scientific studies

in the Antarctic areas IV and V. 123 tags (49fc)

were recovered (Dawbin, 1966). The recovery

rate is even lower in the western North Atlantic,

where, according to Mitchell and Reeves ( 1 983),
over 160 successful implantations of Discovery

tags in humpback whales produced only one
significant recapture, an animal that returned lo

western Greenland waters in successive years

(Mitchell. 1974, 1977). By comparison, the per-

centage of whales re-sighted in the same (ceding

aggregation during different years ranged from
!

for Iceland, which has the smallest sample
size (n-ZO), to 62% for the Gulf of Maine, the

most heavily sampled region (n=s94)

The number of identified humpbacks in re-

cfl collections is probably now nearly 8,000,

including collections from Antarctica (50. Col-

lege of the Atlantic, Stone et al.. 1990.. and
unpublished data)* Australia (600, Kaufman,
1990); Brazil ffjQ, S. Sicibann. pets taimm.),

Colombia (SO, L. Florcz-GonzaTcz. pers.

corftftfc), and the North Pacific Ocean (perhaps

2.500, Sally Mi?roch. National Marine Mammal
Laboratory, NMFS, pers. enmm , including col-

lections from Mexico. Hawaii, Japan, California,

anil Alaska). The amount of informattQii on
whale movements and life history will increase

steadily as the number of photographs increases

in future field seasons and as comparisons hr

tween regional catalogues are done.

Sophisticated cameras and film necessary for

di Speed, high resolution distance photog-
raphy of whales did not exist during most of the

period of artificial tagging, nor did the high

speed boats that now bring photographers ciosc

to whales. Consequently, photo-identification
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studies now earned out OH many cetacean

species (Hammond ct al., 1^90) probably would
noi have supplanted artificial tagging much ear*

Iter than they did.

Despite iis current utility, studies of hump-
buck migration using natural markings and those

using artificial marking share the weakness that

poly the beginning and end points of the move-
ment are documented Tracing migration routes

will require improvements in tracking with radio

tags uMiig satellite technology (Male, 1989).

Estimating population abundance using
photo-identification is a useful, and sometimes

preferable (Hammond. 1
c>86> alternative to

visual census surveys from ships 01 airplanes

leg, Scoti and Winn, 1980; CETAP 1982) and
acoustic census surveys (e.g. Winn e( a|„ 1975;
Levenson and Leapley, 1978). Abundance es-

timates presented hete for humpback popula-

tions ol the North Atlantic and similar estimates

for the North Pacific Ocean (Pctry et al., 1990)

aie probably the most accurate available for any

acean population over a whole ocean basin.

Nevertheless, this method can still be im-

proved. Temporal and regional biases in sam-
pling effort exist, and the opportunistic sampling
methods usually used may bias for or against

certain portions of the population (Hammond,
19R6J990). Use. of a standardized sampling

protocol to equalize the opportunities for all

whales Within a population's range to he

photographed would improve the accuracy and

precision ol population estimates

Data from photo-identification studies pro-

vide interesting contrasts lo information from

hunted specimens. Inspection of tens of

ihousandsofcureassesallowcd scientists such ttS

Chittlebotough (1958,1965) to compute mean
values for life history parameters such as age,

age of sexual maturity, fecundity, orgrowth rate.

Precise as they arc, such results contain two

les Of uncertainty. First, the\ are necessarily

indirect lor example, corpora nlbicantm,

embryos or fetuses show thai ovulation or preg-

nancy otvurrd, bui do not indicate whether a calf

•.. !- born, whether it survived, or exactly how
frequently reproduction occurred. Second, mean
results do not describe what any real live in-

dividual whale ever did.

Data from long term photo-identification of

individuals creates the opposite problem. It ran

yield precise information on the reproductive

r iteoJ in'jividuils(Glockner-FcrrarianaFcrTan,

J 984; Baker el at.. 1986; Clapharo ami Mayo,

|997b, 1990) and, potentially the survival and

reproduction or their calves. However, since the

large sample mzcs provided by commercial
whale hunting s-an not be obtained in a short

time, statistically precise means for the popula-
tion arc more difficult to achieve. Nevemheh w,
the ability to describe the activity of a small
number of real indiv iouals offers a new perspec-
tive on the biology of the species.

A technical problem confronting large

photo-identification studies is the increased lime
required lor sorting large collections of
photographs. It takes only a moment to read Ihc

numbers on a "Discovery" tag, and anybody can
do it. Comparing phonographs requires special

skills: patience, atlentiveness* facility at pattern-

recognition and good visual memory, Only
people possessing those skills should match
photographs for scientific purposes. CompUl
gel high marks lor patience, attentiveness and
information retention, but instructing them to

find and remember a pattern is laborious. A
program developed by Mizroch ct al. (1990) U& S

videodisc storage of photographs and combines
the strengths ol people and computers to speed
photo-comparisons, (i is now used routinely in

our laboratory and several others.

Use of computers will increase the rate SI

which photographs can be matched, reducing the

number of photographs thai must be checked
visually, and minimizing tedium. Because it al-

lows photographic collections to be sorted m
many ways, Mizroch et al/s (1990) system has

also helped researchers to find duplicates in

photographic collections. In collaboration with

Sally Mizroch and the National Marine Mammal
Laboratory (NMFS), wc are incorporating digi-

tal analysis of images for comparison of
photographs, to enhance speed and accura. •.

One side benefit will be to enable researchers to

compare large collections of photographs from
different oceans, a project loo expensive and
time-consuming to be undertaken manually.

While contemplating such technological im-
provements, ii is worth emphasizing that pw

and brains have undergone millions of yea; s

of evolution for improved pattern recognition.

These organs routinely perform complex visual

operations such as translation, rotation, compen-
sation, and An'is!iin-m;ikmg that an cumber-
some for even the best of today's computers.

Machines will never entirely replace skilled

people in snalyKttfg individual identification

photographs.

Continuing lo look CO It fulling chal-

lenging scientific puzzles remain tribe solved Eot
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this species in the North Atlantic and other

oceans. ( 1
) During tins decade, studies of migra-

tions in the eastern North Atlantic using p^OtO-

identification will probably define the location

of winter ranges and reveal tho degree ofsepara-

iion between those animals and the western At-

lantic population. (2) Precise description of

migration routes for individual humpbacfe
needed to provide clues about navigational

mechanisms, evaluale potential ftriefgl

benefits from using wave energy to >

iraotiofl (Hose and Lieu, 1990), facilitate

detailed studies of migration and ascertain

potential environmental risks to whales as ll

migrate through different regions. (3) Dcscrip-

i if where, when and how copulation occurs

IS needed lor comparison with Other mating sys-

tems (Browne 1 1 and Ralls, 19N6; CliUton-Brock,

1989), (4) Continued intensive regional sam-

pling of individuals, particularly with improved

sampling procedures, is needed to provide im-

proved estimates of natality and mortality, allow

Construction 0l a life table, and reveal long term

patterns of social behavior t nough mothers

need to be photographed on the winter ground

with calves and then later on the summer ground

to provide an estimate Of calf mortality during

the first six months of life. A particularly dif-

ficult, but important goal is lo Irani moic about

causes of natural mortality. The only causes

specifically identified lo dat<- arc killci whales

(Qramt.s <nni\ {Dolphin. 1987; Katona el aL
l''SS), sharks.:Wini li3 i»d Reichlev, 1985; Paier-

son and Van Dycfc, this memoir) and dinofk s

tate toxins (CteraC |9&91 fj) Expanded
use of DNA-sampling is needed to facil

gendet identtbiMLuM iLambcrtsen el al., L988;

Baker et art., unpublished manuscript), elucidate

gene flaw produced by migrations (Baker ct al.
(

1990), and contribute to Interpretation of

i.im matrilincal, patrilineal and social

relationships.

Some of the solutions to those puzzles will not

only sate our curiosity, but will alio* US tO

respond more effectively to the overall challenge

of managing humpback whales and their habitats

successfully enough so that the populations

recover from depletion by commercial whaling

and swim the wide oceans for countless genera-

tions to come. Until Star Trek IV cornCS true,

there is probably nothing more hencficialthat we
can do for this species than gather ;nformation

like this and use it wisely

ll is humbling to reflect on how much trf the

data and how many of the future objectives

presented here are merely fleshing out o( trVC

skeleton erected by previous workers, including

particularly Drs. R.G. Chittleborough and W.H.
Ii.iwbm in whose honor this conference lias

been organized. Everyone working on popula-

tion biology, migration and reproduction is in-

debted to their palhbreaking research, as every

|isl of references testifies.
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